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Symmetries

Symmetry, both esthetically and
computationally, has been a central
element in formulating the
fundamental laws of nature.



Symmetries and Conservation Laws

classical physics : Noether’s theorem:

Symmetries ⇔ conservation laws

e.g. phase symmetry ψ → eiφψ : ∂µJ
µ = 0 vector current

quantum field theory : Ward-Takahashi identities:

Symmetries ⇔ low energy theorems

∂µ < Jµ(x)φ(x1)φ(x2).... > +contact terms = 0
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Symmetries and Conservation Laws

classical physics : Noether’s theorem:

Symmetries ⇔ conservation laws
e.g. chiral symmetry ψ → eiγ5φψ : ∂µJ

µ
5 = 0 axial current

quantum field theory : Ward-Takahashi identities:

Symmetries ⇔ low energy theorems

∂µ < Jµ5 (x)φ(x1)φ(x2).... > +contact terms = 0



Symmetry Breaking

Not all the symmetries are realized in nature.

some of them are broken explicitly

some of them are broken spontaneously

important in characterizing phase transitions:

ferromagnetism to Higgs phenomenon



Anomalies

A classical symmetry may not survive quantization

Anomaly ⇔ Quantum mechanical symmetry breaking

examples: Chiral anomaly:

< ∂µJ
µ
5 > =

e2

16π2
FµνF̃

µν =
e2

2π2
~E · ~B

• π0 → γγ (Adler, Bell,Jackiw), η′ mass (’t Hooft)...

Scale anomaly: x→ λx is a symmetry of (massless) QCD

< ∂µS
µ >∝ tr < G2 >6= 0

• dynamical mass generation, mass of hadrons...
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Chiral anomaly and topology

∆N5 =
g2

16π2

∫
d4x tr(GG̃) = Ntop.

change in chirality = topological invariant
(Chern-Pontryagin number)

Electromagnetic analogy:
knotted magnetic flux

(magnetic helicity = topological invariant)

due to it’s topological nature, chiral anomaly is
protected against interactions



Topological charge fluctuations in QCD vacuum

http://www.lattice.itep.ru/img/QCDvacuum.gif
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Chiral anomaly and Magnetic field

Consider a chiral medium:

NR > NL

⇔ µR − µL ≡ µ5 (chiral chemical potential)

apply an external magnetic field ~B

It will induce an electric current parallel to it!

~J =
e2

2π2
µ5
~B

Chiral Magnetic Effect
(Kharzeev,McLerran,Warringa,Vilenkin...)
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Chiral Magnetic Effect
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Where can we see extended gluon configurations and
liberated quarks?

LHC

RHIC photo:bnl.gov

Heavy ion collisions

Quark Gluon Plasma⇒ Liberated quarks & gluons
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Chiral Magnetic Effect in heavy ion collisions

CME as a tool to probe topological nature of QCD

Using electromagnetic probes to study strong
interactions has been very fruitful in the past.

e.g. Deep inelastic scattering:
Bjorken scaling ⇒ asymptotic freedom, QCD

Heavy ion collisions:
Topological charge fluctuations + Magnetic field

⇒ local P and CP odd effects in QGP!



Magnetic fields in heavy ion collisions

Strong magnetic fields are created by the spectators

B ∼ m2
π ∼ 1014T

I Refrigerator magnet ∼ 10−2T
I MRI ∼ 1T
I Levitating frog: 14T (Berry, Geim)

I Strongest continuous field: 45T (NHMFL)

I Strongest non-destructive pulsed field ∼ 102T
I Strongest destructive pulsed field ∼ 103T
I Neutron star ∼ 106T
I Magnetar ∼ 109T

B
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Chiral Magnetic Effect in heavy ion collisions

• CME ⇒ Charge separation (electric dipole moment of QGP) 4

FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematic view of the charge separa-
tion along the system orbital momentum. The orientation of
the charge separation fluctuates in accord with the sign of the
topological charge. The direction of the orbital momentum L,
and that of the magnetic field B, is indicated by an arrow.

system orbital angular momentum, with negative par-
ticles flowing oppositely to the positive particles. The
magnetic field and the angular momentum are normal to
the plane containing the trajectories of the two collid-
ing ions. This plane, called the reaction plane, can be
found experimentally in each collision by observation of
the azimuthal distribution of produced particles in that
event.

FIG. 2: (Color online) Schematic view of the transverse plane
indicating the orientation of the reaction plane and particle
azimuths relative to that plane. The colliding nuclei are trav-
eling into and out of the figure.

When two heavy ions collide with a finite impact pa-
rameter, the probability for particles to be emitted in
a given azimuthal direction is often described with a
Fourier decomposition [17]:

dN!

d!
! 1 + 2v1,! cos("!) + 2 v2,! cos(2"!) + ... ,(1)

where "! = (!"#RP ) is the particle azimuthal direction
relative to the reaction plane, as shown in Fig. 2. v1 and
v2 are coe!cients accounting for the so-called directed
and elliptic flow, respectively, and $ indicates the parti-
cle type. They depend on the impact parameter of the
colliding nuclei, the particle type (%, K, p, ...), transverse
momentum (pt), and pseudorapidity (&) of the produced
particles. For collisions of identical nuclei, symmetry re-
quires v1 to be an odd function of rapidity and v2 to be
an even function of rapidity. Measurements (for a re-
view and references, see [18]) have found that, at RHIC,
v1 is quite small at mid-rapidity; typically, |v1| < 0.005
for "1 < & < +1. In contrast, v2 is found to be siz-
able and positive. In Au+Au collisions at

#
sNN= 200

GeV, for unidentified charged hadrons, v2 reaches 0.25
for pt $ 3 GeV/c, and 0.06 when integrated over all pt.

Phenomenologically, the charge separation due to a do-
main with a given sign of the topological charge can be
described by adding P-odd sine terms to the Fourier de-
composition Eq. 1 [19]:

dN!

d!
! 1 + 2v1,! cos("!) + 2 v2,! cos(2"!) + ...

+ 2a1,! sin("!) + 2 a2,! sin(2"!) + ... , (2)

where the a parameters describe the P-violating e"ect.
Equation 2 describes the azimuthal distribution of par-
ticles of a given transverse momentum and rapidity and,
like the flow coe!cients, a coe!cients depend on trans-
verse momentum and rapidity of the particles. In addi-
tion, they depend also on the rapidity (position) of the
domain. One expects that only particles close in rapidity
to the domain position are a"ected. According to the
theory, the signs of a coe!cients vary following the fluc-
tuations in the domain’s topological charge. If the par-
ticle distributions are averaged over many events, then
these coe!cients will vanish because the distributions
are averaged over several domains with di"erent signs
of the topological charge. However, the e"ect of these
domains on charged particle correlations will not van-
ish in this average, as discussed below. In this analysis
we consider only the first harmonic coe!cient a1, which
is expected to account for most of the e"ect although
higher harmonics determine the exact shape of the dis-
tribution. For brevity we will omit the harmonic number,
and write a! = a1,!. The index $ takes only two values,
+ and ", for positively and negatively charged particles
respectively.

The e"ects of local parity violation cannot be signifi-
cantly observed in a single event because of the statistical
fluctuations in the large number of particles, which are
not a"ected by the P-violating fields. The average of a!

over many events, %a!&, must be zero. The observation
of the e"ect is possible only via correlations, e.g. mea-
suring %a!a"& with the average taken over all events in
a given event sample. The correlator %a!a"& is, however,
a P-even quantity, and an experimental measurement of
this quantity may contain contributions from e"ects un-
related to parity violation. The correlator %a!a"& can be

figure: STAR coll. 0909.1717 [nucl.ex]
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• CME ⇒ Charge separation (electric dipole moment of QGP)11

in all cases.
Errors in measuring the magnitude of particle mo-

menta make negligible contributions to the correlator
used in this analysis, which uses only measured azimuthal
angles. It is therefore robust against many systematic er-
rors which are commonly encountered in the analyses of
the STAR data (space charge distortion errors leading to
momentum biases, etc.).

Theoretical treatments of the correlator defined in
Eq. 4 were developed with charged hadrons in mind. By
using cuts (based on specific energy loss) to suppress the
presence of electrons in our sample, we have verified that
this bias is also smaller than the statistical errors.

VI. RESULTS

Final results presented in this section have been ob-
tained with three-particle correlation using Eq. 7 with all
three particles from the pseudorapidity region |!| < 1.0.
Figure 7 presents the correlator !cos("! + "" " 2#RP )#
for Au+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at

$
sNN=200 GeV.

Positive-positive and negative-negative correlations are
found to be the same within statistical errors, see
Fig. 4(b), and are combined together as same-charge
correlations. Opposite-charge correlations are relatively
smaller than same-charge correlations, in agreement with
possible suppression of the back-to-back correlations dis-
cussed in the introduction. The correlations in Cu+Cu
collisions, shown by open symbols, appear to be larger
than the correlations in Au+Au for the same centrality
of the collision. One reason for this di!erence may be the
di!erence in number of participants (or charge multiplic-
ity) in Au+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at the same cen-
trality. The signal is expected to have a 1/N dependence,
and at the same centrality of the collision the multiplicity
is smaller in Cu+Cu collisions than in Au+Au. The dif-
ference in magnitude between same and opposite charge
correlations is considerably smaller in Cu+Cu than in
Au+Au, qualitatively in agreement with the scenario of
stronger suppression of the back-to-back correlations in
Au+Au collisions. In Fig. 7 and below, error bars indi-
cate statistical uncertainties. The shaded bands show the
systematic uncertainty associated with measurements of
elliptic flow which are used to rescale the three-particle
correlator. In this section we assume the factorization
of correlator Eq. 7. The possible error due to this as-
sumption – which may be large for peripheral bins in
the opposite charge correlation – is denoted by the thick
lines in Fig. 7 and subsequent figures and is explained
in Section VII. Other systematic uncertainties have been
discussed in section V.

Figure 8 shows results for collisions at$
sNN=62.4 GeV. The signal is similar in magni-

tude, with slightly more pronounced opposite-charge
correlations compared to those at

$
sNN=200 GeV. This

is consistent with weaker suppression of opposite-charge
correlations in the less dense 62 GeV system.

FIG. 7: (Color online) !cos(!a + !! " 2"RP )# in Au+Au and
Cu+Cu collisions at

$
sNN = 200 GeV calculated using Eq. 7.

The error-bars show the statistical errors. The shaded area
reflects the uncertainty in the elliptic flow values used in cal-
culations, with lower (in magnitude) limit obtained with ellip-
tic flow from two-particle correlations and upper limit from
four-particle cumulants. For details, see Section IV. Thick
solid (Au+Au) and dashed (Cu+Cu) lines represent possi-
ble non-reaction-plane dependent contribution from many-
particle clusters as estimated by HIJING, see Section VII A.

FIG. 8: (Color online) !cos(!a + !! " 2"RP )# in Au+Au and
Cu+Cu collisions at

$
sNN = 62 GeV calculated using Eq. 7.

The error-bars indicate the statistical errors. The shaded area
reflects the uncertainty in the elliptic flow values used in cal-
culations. For details, see Section IV. Thick solid (Au+Au)
and dashed (Cu+Cu) lines represent possible non-reaction-
plane dependent contribution from many-particle clusters as
estimated by HIJING, see Section VII A.
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from the 2- and 4–particle cumulant analysis [20], which
are a!ected in di!erent ways by non–flow e!ects and flow
fluctuations. For this analysis, v2 was taken as the aver-
age of the two values, with half of the di!erence between
v2{2} and v2{4} being attributed as the systematic un-
certainty. The values of this uncertainty range from 9%
for the 20–30% centrality to 18% (24%) for the 50–60%
(60–70%) centrality class. The di!erences in the results
from the four independent analysis methods (described
below) were also considered as part of the systematic un-
certainty and were estimated to be 3% for the 20–30%
and the 50–60% centrality bins and 47% for the most
peripheral centrality class. The contributions from all ef-
fects were added in quadrature to calculate the total sys-
tematic uncertainty. For the correlation between pairs of
particles with the same charge it varies from 19% (28%)
for the 20–30% (50–60%) centrality up to 55% for the
60–70% centrality class. The correlations between op-
posite charged particles for 0–60% centrality and for the
same charge pairs for 0–20% centrality are compatible
with zero with a systematic error below 5.5 ! 10!5.

Figure 1a presents the centrality dependence of the
three–particle correlator, defined in Eq. 2. The correla-
tions of the same charge pairs for the positive–positive
and negative–negative combinations are found to be con-
sistent within statistical uncertainties and are combined
into one set of points, labelled same. The di!erence be-
tween the correlations of pairs with same and opposite
charge indicates a charge dependence with respect to the
reaction plane, as may be expected for the CME. To test
the bias from the reaction plane reconstruction, four in-
dependent analyses were performed. The first analysis
uses a cumulant technique [21], whereas for the three
other analyses the orientation of the collision symme-
try plane is estimated from the azimuthal distribution
of charged particles in the TPC, and hits in the forward
VZERO and ZDC detectors [22]. There is a very good
agreement between the results obtained with the event
plane estimated from di!erent detectors covering a wide
range in pseudo–rapidity. This allows to conclude that
background sources due to correlations not related to
the orientation of the reaction plane are negligible, with
maybe the exception of the peripheral collisions for the
pairs of particles with opposite charge.

Figure 1b shows the centrality dependence of the two–
particle correlator "cos(!! # !")$, as defined in Eq. 3,
which helps to constrain experimentally the P–even
background correlations. The statistical uncertainty is
smaller than the symbol size. The two–particle correla-
tions for the same and opposite charge combinations are
always positive and exhibit qualitatively similar central-
ity dependence, while the magnitude of the correlation
is smaller for the same charged pairs. Our results di!er
from those reported by the STAR Collaboration for Au-
Au collisions at

%
sNN = 200 GeV [8] for which negative

correlations are observed for the same charged pairs.
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FIG. 2. (Colour online) The centrality dependence of the
three–particle correlator defined in Eq. 2. The circles indicate
the ALICE results obtained from the cumulant analysis. The
stars show the STAR data from [8]. The triangles represent
the genuine three–particle correlations (!cos(!! +!" "2!c)#)
from HIJING [23] corrected for the experimentally measured
v2{2} [20]. Points are displaced horizontally for visibility. A
model prediction for the same sign correlations incorporating
the Chiral Magnetic E!ect for LHC energies [13] is shown
by the solid line. The shaded band represents the centrality
dependence of the charge independent correlations.

Figure 1c shows the "cos"!! cos"!"$ and
"sin "!! sin "!"$ terms separately. For pairs of
particles of the same charge, we observe that the
"sin "!! sin "!"$ correlations are larger than the
"cos"!! cos"!"$ ones. On the other hand, for pairs
of opposite charge, the two terms are very close except
for the most peripheral collisions. Further interpretation
of the results presented in Fig. 1c in terms of in– and
out–of–plane correlations is complicated due to the
significant non–flow contribution in "cos(!! # !")$.

Figure 2 presents the three–particle correlator
"cos(!! + !" # 2#RP)$ as a function of the collision cen-
trality compared to model calculations and results for
RHIC energies. The statistical uncertainties are repre-
sented by the error bars. The shaded area around the
points indicates the systematic uncertainty based on the
di!erent sources described above. Also shown in Fig. 2
are STAR results [8]. The small di!erence between the
LHC and the RHIC data indicates little or no energy de-
pendence for the three–particle correlator when changing
from the collision energy of

%
sNN = 0.2 TeV to 2.76 TeV.

In Fig. 2, the ALICE data are compared to the expec-
tations from the HIJING model [23]. The HIJING results
for the three–particle correlations are divided by the ex-
perimentally measured value of v2 (i.e. "cos(!! + !" #
2!c)$/v2{2}) as reported in [20] due to the absence of
collective azimuthal anisotropy in this model. Since the
points do not exhibit any significant di!erence between
the correlations of pairs with same and opposite charge,



Chiral Magnetic Effect in heavy ion collisions

• CME ⇒ Charge separation (electric dipole moment of QGP)

• Chiral magnetic spiral: Oscillatory transverse
currents ⇒ In-plane charge correlators

(GB,Dunne,Kharzeev)

• Chiral magnetic wave: Collective plasma wave
⇒ Charge dependent elliptic flow

(Burnier,Liao,Kharzeev,Yee)



Scale anomaly in QGP

In QGP, scale anomaly is governed by bulk viscosity

response to compression/rarefaction

bulk sounds modes in magnetic field produces photons

“Magnetosonoluminescence”

X

xB

γ

bulk sound
mode



Scale anomaly in QGP

Magnetosonoluminesence provides an explanation
to the puzzling observation of photon anisotropy

in RHIC (GB,Kharzeev,Skokov)
3
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FIG. 2: The azimuthal anisotropy v2 of the direct photons
for di↵erent values of bulk viscosity corresponding to C⇣ in
the range of 10 ÷ 15. The black dotes are the data from the
PHENIX collaboration [25] for minimum bias Au-Au colli-
sions at

p
s = 200 GeV.

where Cem = e2

3 R ⌘ P
f Q2

f with Qf ’s are the electric
charges of the quarks, and ⇢V is the vector current spec-
tral function that in the limit of q0 ! 0 and q ! 0 is
related to the electric conductivity:

�em =
Cem

6
lim

q0!0

⇢V (q0, |q| = 0)

q0
. (11)

The spectral function for ✓ and the bulk viscosity was
calculated in lattice QCD [19, 33]. However the extrac-
tion of bulk viscosity from the lattice data is notoriously
di�cult. To get an independent estimate of the bulk vis-
cosity we thus follow [36, 37] and assume that

⇣

⌘
=

C⇣

4⇡

✓
1

3
� c2

s

◆2

. (12)

In our calculations, we adopt the results of Ref. [37] with
an assumption ⌘/s = 1/4⇡ and vary the proportionality
factor C⇣ in the range of 10 ÷ 15. Since it is expected
that the shear viscosity ⌘/s � 1/4⇡, our results provide
a lower bound for the photon production. Note that this
estimate is in line with the lattice result of Ref. [33] for
the bulk viscosity.

The magnetic field in heavy ion collisions was esti-
mated in Refs. [3] and [21]; the fluctuations of magnetic
field were evaluated in Refs. [38] and [39]. In this paper,
we neglect the spatial gradients of magnetic field and
estimate the time dependence in the eikonal approxima-
tion taking into account only the (leading at large times)
contribution from spectators:

eBx,y(t) ' eB0
x,y

1 + (t/tB)2
, (13)

FIG. 3: The transfers momentum spectra of the produced
direct photons for C⇣ = 10, see text for details.

where eB0
i it the magnitude of the i-th component of the

magnetic field at t = 0 and tB is the characteristic decay
time. The x-component of magnetic field at t = 0, B0

x,
is approximately independent of the impact parameter b,
while the y-component is linear in b. Both components
B0

x,y are linear as a function of the collision energy,
p

s;
the typical decay time is inversely proportional to

p
s.

Here we neglect the transverse expansion of the fire-
ball and assume that it has an almond shape with the
following characteristic sizes in x and y direction: lx =
(RA�b/2) and ly =

p
R2

A � b2/4, where RA is the radius
of the colliding nuclei. We approximate the time evolu-
tion of the temperature at early times using the Bjorken
hydrodynamics T/T0 = ⌧0/⌧ , where T0 is the initial tem-
perature and ⌧0 is the initial time (given by the charac-
teristic thermalization time of the gluons) that can be
estimated in terms of the saturation scale, Qs, and the
coupling constant, ↵s, see e.g. Ref. [22]. For Au-Au col-
lisions at

p
s = 200 GeV we use ⌧0 = 0.1 fm/c.

To evaluate the bulk viscosity (12) we need the speed
of sound, cs and the entropy, s; we use the model
parametrization [41] of lattice results for pure glue SU(3)
theory. Note that the transport coe�cients of the plasma
may be a↵ected by magnetic field; for recent examples,
see [42] and [43].

Our results for the azimuthal anisotropy of photons
calculated using both conventional production mecha-
nism and the one from the conformal anomaly are shown
in Fig. 2 for the minimum bias Au-Au collisions atp

s = 200 GeV. In our approximation (no transverse
flow), the conventional mechanism does not give any con-
tribution to the azimuthal anisotropy. The comparison
with the experimental data from PHENIX [25] indicates
that conformal anomaly could account for a large fraction
of the observed photon anisotropy.



Chiral Magnetic Effect and Friends

Magnetic field in a

• chiral medium: Chiral magnetic effect: ~J = e2

2π2µ5
~B

• dense medium: Chiral separation effect: ~J5 = e2

2π2µ~B

(Metlitski,Zhitnitsky,...)

Rotating system:

Chiral vortical effect: ~JR,L = e
4π2µ

2
R,L~ω + e

12
T 2~ω

(Newman,Son,Zhitnitsky,...)



Chiral Magnetic Effect

T odd, P odd →

~J = σB ~B

← T odd, P even
↑

T even, P odd

“Magnetic Ohm’s Law”?

Not quite

T even : The current is non dissipative! (not like Ohmic

current)
many interesting aspects:
• Topological nature, universal
• Anomalous transport and kinetic theory
• Anomalous hydrodyanmics
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Berry phase

A system with slowly varying parameters: λt
can be described by “snapshot” wavefunctions

H(λt)|n(λt) >= En(λt)|n(λt) >

as the parameters change, the wavefunction
gains an extra phase (Berry phase):

|ψ(t) > eiφ(t)+i
∫ t
Endt

′|n(λt) >

Under a closed loop: |ψ(T ) >= eiφ|ψ(0) >



Berry phase

Berry phase → gauge connection a = i < ψ|dψ >

φ =

∫

C
a =

∫

Σ

b

b: Berry flux
the gauge configuration can have nontrivial topology!

e.g. solids (band theory): λa ≡ ka (Bloch momenta)

Berry phase ∼ Chern number→ topological phases!

root of many marvelous phenomena: topological insulators,
stability of generalized Fermi surfaces (K-theory) ...



Weyl fermions

Weyl hamiltonian : h(~k) = ~σ · ~k

Weyl spinor: 2 component, chiral spinor

• It naturally describes neutrinos

• Band touching, T breaking → non-degenerate linear
dispersion: Weyl semi-metal

Berry flux ↔ magnetic monopole!



Kinetic theory

A general formulation of anomalous transport?

“Chiral Kinetic Theory”(Son,Yamamoto,Stephanov,Yin)

semiclassical transport with Berry monopole,anomaly modifies

the phase space volume→modified Liouville equation

WZW approach at Fermi surface (GB,Kharzeev,Zahed)

SBerry ∼ monopole flux → 5d Chern-Simons term

• topological nature of anomalies is explicit
• emergence of the 5d CS term and Callan-Harvey inflow
• straightforward to implement the non-abelian anomaly



Anomalous cooling of Weyl gas

Rotating Weyl gas: ~JCV E = c ~ω

apply a parallel electric field ~E

the power absorbed by system:

dE
dt

= ~J · ~E

for ~E antiparallel to ~J the power
is negative!

weyl  gas
E

ω

“Anomalous cooling” (GB,Kharzeev,Yee)



Anomalous cooling of Weyl gas

Radial entropy current : ~S ∝ eωE~r

No entropy production:

dS

dt
= −~∇ · ~S

entropy decreases in the center
and increases in the periphery

⇒ outward heat flow

weyl  gas
E

ωS

“Anomalous cooling” (GB,Kharzeev,Yee)



New term in Chiral Vortical Effect

Rotating Weyl gas with T (z)

rotating frame with gravitational
potential φ ∼ ∆T/T (Luttinger)

anomaly: ~Eg · ~Bg = ε2~∇φ · ~ω
⇓

~J =
1

4π2

∆T

T

(
µ2 +

(πT )2

3

)
~ω

(GB,Kharzeev,Zahed)

weyl  gas

ωJ

ΔT



Solitons in Weyl gas

Suppose: ~Jtot = ~JCV E −D~∇ρ

low density approximation
ρ = χµ χ: susceptibility

charge conservation:

dρ

dt
−Dd

2ρ

dz2
− cρdρ

dz
= 0

Burgers’ Equation

weyl  gas

ω

soliton

“Anomalous solitonic charge transport”
(GB,Kharzeev,Yee)
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2ρ
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Weyl excitations in a superfluid & BKT transition

Weyl fermions coupled to scalar field
quarks in µisospin (Kogut,Son, Stephanov, ..)

fermionic ultracold gases (Gong et. al., Seo et. al.)

scalar field has stable vortices for T < TBKT
(Berezinskii, Kosterlitz, Thouless)

Weyl fermion zero modes attached to vortices
lead to the current J = µ

2π (Zakharov et. al.)

The current modifies the vortex dynamics and
shifts TBKT = Lπ

2m2 ρ(TBKT ) + Lµ2

8π3

(GB, Kharzeev, Yee)
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Conlcusions and Prospects

• From heavy ion collisions to condensed matter
physics, anomalies lead to novel phenomena

• Anomalous transport, dissipationless currents
(quantum computing?)

• Questions of universality (CVE)

• Anomalous hydrodynamics, lagrangian
formalism?, real-time formalism ?




